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DIGITAL MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES

The wealth of information available online means more opportunities for purchasers 
to learn about and research products and solutions. But it also means prospective 
customers simply don’t have to talk to you until they decide to do so. For better or 
worse, the power in the sales conversation has shifted to the consumer. The price of 
failing to adapt to this paradigm is lost opportunity.

How much opportunity? According to Forrester Research, the average B-to-B purchaser 
has completed 60% of his or her purchase research before engaging with a supplier. If 
you’re waiting to engage at this point, then you have surrendered the opportunity to 
influence the crucial stages of awareness, learning and defining needs. By missing these 
stages, you have no idea where the prospect got his or her information: social media, 
colleagues, industry events… even your competitors. At this late point, you may be stuck 
battling against a decision that’s already been made.

With a large and diverse digital audience, including purchasers, decision makers, influencers 
and top executives, Pharma Manufacturing reaches out to every level and every niche of the 
pharmaceutical industry.

That is where Pharma Manufacturing comes in. 

Branding/
Awareness Lead Generation Engagement Thought

 Leadership
Content 

Customization

e-Newsletters X X X

Market Insight Research Program X X X X

eHandbooks X X X X X

Special reports X X X X X

White paper program X X X X X

Advanced Lead Services programs X X X X X

Webinars X X X X X

Website advertising X X

Website advertising welcome ad X X

Video marketing X X X X X

CHEMICAL  PROCESS ING  •   CONTROL   •   CONTROL  DES IGN  •   FOOD PROCESS ING  •   PLANT SERV ICES   •   PHARMA MANUFACTUR ING  •   SMART  INDUSTRY
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